
The Game - Expanded edition 
Avoiding distractions and getting started on important projects — these are hard to do 
when a whole economy is devoted to capturing and selling your attention.


While timing yourself might seem like industrial-era, clock-punchy behaviour, | find it helps 
me stay focused. Keeping track of my progress and giving myself prizes helps add a sense 
of reward while working on my own.




So, when you’re focused on a specific task or activity in any 
particular element, keep track of your time. | use a small 
classroom timer (“Time Timer”, 3 inch). Its beeping is horrible, but 
it’s easy to set, gives clear visual feedback about progress, and — 
very importantly — it’s not an app!


Why do | prefer a mechanical timer over an app? The moment you 
open your device to look for an app, you immediately see a dozen 
other apps or notifications, each competing for the time and 
attention you’ve already declared was supposed to be for 
something else — some purpose of your own determining, not the 
app developer’s.


| first started timing my work when | read about The Pomodoro Technique (http://
francescocirillo.com/pages/pomodoro-technique), which involves working in 25-minute 
blocks punctuated by five-minute breaks, and a longer break after a set number of 
“Pomodoros”.


| don’t strictly follow this method anymore, because for me the important step is getting 
started. Once |’m going, | don’t want to stop! Breaks happen naturally as | finish separate 
tasks in my project.


When setting the timer, state your intention in such a way that you will clearly understand 
whether or not you did what you said you’d do. Make the action a task or activity — stated 
with a verb — that you can reasonably get started or even achieve in 25 minutes.


For instance, | might say to myself, “|’m going to draw the roughs for page one of Chapter 
Six.” That’s a task — a single unit of action.


People often hamstring themselves by setting out toward projects, which are far too big to 
tackle in one session, and are actually only achieved through the completion of lots of little 
tasks inside it.


For instance, setting your timer with the intention “Website” is just setting yourself up to 
fail. There’s no specific verb, no clear outcome, and probably requires a lot of smaller 
activities that need to be done, one at a time, to get there.


A good way to identify tasks is to ask, “What’s the next smallest action | need to take to 
move toward this goal?”


So state a clear, modest intention, set your timer, and get started!
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Keeping Score 

At the end of the month, tally up your points by element.


Figure out how many rolls you’ve earned, then make them, checking with the list below to 
see what you’ve won. If you roll a 4, it affects all the rolls up until that one.




Roll Table: 
1. Buried treasure. (Any winnings up until this roll are 

carried forward to next month’s game.)

2. Treat! Give yourself something tasty or fun!

3. Jackpot! $20

4. Bankrupt! No prize.

5. Time off! Take a little break.

6. Jackpot! $50 

For every 25-minute block you complete successfully, you earn one point — a star. 
Mark it in your daily planner’s score section using the element this activity belongs 
to (e.g. working on your novel belongs in Wood, making dinner for friends is a 
Water activity, posting to your website belongs in Fire, etc — whichever category 
feels appropriate to you!).


If you waste time when you’d intended to be focusing, you get a demerit — an X.

"

"

For every five bunches of five stars you get one roll of the die. So, yes, that’s 25 
stars, but for me it made sense to think of five stars as sort of an meta-point — and 
five stars per roll was too few, given how many stars | amass in a category like Fire, 
which contains my work-work.


For each flush — a star in each of the five elements — you get one roll. Yes, you 
get to use your stars twice — once as above, and again here in looking at them 
across the elements. | put in this game mechanic to underscore the importance of 
trying to balance my activities, so |’m not, for instance, just working all the time.

For every five Xs, you lose a roll. This is counting Xs across all the elements.

"

"

"
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extended game 
The extended version of the game involves Sprints and Skills — just to incorporate some 
of the other things that |’m up to and want to motivate.


Sprints are activities you want to keep doing for several days (for instance, when 
establishing a habit). You declare a sprint, how long you want to do it, and write it in your 
daily planner for each day during that period.


Skills are a general way to give yourself a visible sense of progress about how you’re 
advancing your abilities — “levelling up” at the things you’re focusing on.


For 2018, | bound a book with Daily Planners as/instead of calendar pages. It’s pretty bulky, 
so | don’t know if |’d do it again, but for now it’s nice to have a record of what happened 
this year. It’s also where I’m keeping track of my Skill Points.

For every five stars in one domain, you gain one skill point.


For every five Xs you get in one element, you lose five skill points. (Feel free to 
adjust this if it seems too harsh, but that much wasted time in one element feels 
like my skills are slipping, or |’m afraid of something, and need to do some work to 
get back on track.)

"

"
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You can track the time you spend doing your sprint activity and get your regular 
points for it. (Hey, why not? It’s your game, and it’s meant to serve you, not the 
other way around.)


For every five days you complete in the sprint, you get a roll. (It’s up to you 
whether that’s five days in total, or if they need to be consecutive — depending on 
how hard you want to make it.)


"

"


